PERFORMANCE SERIES DOUBLE-SIDED HALF CAGE
• Two users can lift on opposite sides at the same time.
• Each side is a single welded piece for the ultimate in
rigidity.
• Two pull-up bars, one is 1¼-inch in diameter, the
other is 2 inches in diameter.
• Chrome plated, fully welded plate storage.
• Two-inch hole spacing with laser-cut numbering.

(Part 3155)

It’s all in a day’s work when you
incorporate the Double-Sided
Half Cage into your training.
You’ll be amazed at how quickly
workouts can be completed
when two athletes can train
simultaneously. Long safety
arms stand guard for when the
load becomes too much. The
Double-Sided Half Cage can
be bolted to a lifting platform or
be used totally alone. Besides
being infinitely adjustable, this
double threat features generous
plate storage, the strongest
welded J-hooks in the industry,
a standard chin bar and a “FAT
BAR” chin bar for training variety.
2-inch hole spacing (center-tocenter) on the uprights.
The weight of the 3155 with
hooks and safety arms is
approximately 470 pounds. It
can hold approximately 2,100
pounds of plates, bars, etc, for
a fully-loaded weight of about
2,570 pounds.
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NOTE: On Performance Series cages,
all attachments are in the Silver Vein
finish. When the Two-Tone Powder
Coat Finish option is selected, this
allows a second color to be applied to
the crossmembers only. However, if the
Monster Hooks option is selected along
with the Two-Tone option, the second
color can then also be applied to the
hooks and safety arms.

TOTAL WIDTH
82.75” L
68” W
88.7” H

605 lbs.
Shipping
Weight

Accepts
Perf. Series
Accessories

3” Square
11 Gauge
Steel Frame

Insert Platform
Compatible

